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Two years he walks the earth

Human technology has advanced significantly in the last 5,000 years, and earth bears the scars to prove it. We have altered landscape, climate and biological diversity. We have erected skyscrapers for the living and colossal graves for the dead. Perhaps most importantly, we've learned to harness some of the planet's energy, but we still
have thirst for much more power. This insatiable appetite for energy will continue to chart the course of human civilization in the 5,000 years to come. As a result, it will also dictate what earth will be like in 7010. Announcement In 1964, Russian astrophysicist Nicolai Kardashev theorized that the technical advance of a civilization directly
correlates with the amount of energy that its citizens can manipulate. In this line, he defined three classifications for advanced civilizations in the galaxy: Type I civilizations are masters of planetary energy, meaning that they can harness the sum energy of an entire world. Type II civilizations can summon the power of an entire star system.
Type III civilizations command energy on a galactic scale. Cosmologists use this kardashev scale to predict the technical advancement of future and alien civilizations. Today, modern humans are not even classified on the scale. We are essentially a type 0 civilization, but eventually we will become a type I. Kardashev himself predicted
that this transition would occur. But when? The theoretical and futuristic physicist Michio Kaku predicts this transcendence that occurs in a single century. Physicist Freeman Dyson raises this estimate to less than 200 years. Back in the day, Kardashev predicted it would only take 3,200 years to achieve Type II status. If humanity only
reaches Type I status for A.D. 7010, then it will still have the ability to manipulate and control atmospheric and geothermal forces. War and self-destruction can still pose a threat to humanity's survival, but ecological concerns will be a thing of the past. If we achieve type II status at this point, then 71st-century humans wield even more
technological power. Dyson proposed that this civilization would be able to encapsulate a star with a swarm of satellites to harvest its energy. Other type II theorized feats include interstellar travel and the ability to move entire planets - and all of this on top of advances have occurred in genetics and computing. These future human beings
will probably differ greatly from us culturally or even neurologically. They may well be what futurists and philosophers refer to as posthuman or transhuman. Either way, a lot can happen in 5,000 years. We could destroy our ed with war or unintentionally destroy planet with nanotechnology. Perhaps we will stop mitigating the threat posed
by asteroid and comet collisions. We could even find a Type II alien civilization long before we got that Ourselves. Explore the links on the next page to learn even more about the future of humanity. How does global warming affect the ice age scenario in our future? In the long term, not much. In the short term, however, global warming
could drastically change our world. The full effects of global warming will be felt over the next 200 years, for example, by 2200. At this time, atmospheric carbon dioxide levels will be higher than at any time over the last 650,000 years [source: Thompson and Than]. Carbon dioxide will prevent solar energy from radiating back into space,
greatly heating the planet. As average temperatures rise, even just a couple of degrees, glaciers will melt, sea level rise and coastal flooding will occur. The oceans will also be warmer and more acidic, causing widespread collapse of coral reefs. Many marine species will face extinction, but they will not be alone. On the ground, a quarter
of all species of plants and animals will disappear forever. This will be a critical time for our home planet, and it might seem that things couldn't get much worse. Unfortunately, if earth's 4 billion-year history teaches us only one thing, it is that global apocalypses occur if time extends far enough. In 50,000 years, we will almost certainly face
an epic catastrophe that will change the planet forever. Catastrophe could take the form of an asteroid or comet, which, by hitting Earth, would end life as we know it. Astronomers estimate that these impacts occur every million years on average, so the odds are still in our favor, even 50,000 years in the future. A cataclysm will most likely
come from the land itself. The same tectonic forces that cause continents to pass around the world also feed supervolcans that can throw enough ash and smoke into the atmosphere to block the sun's rays for 10 to 15 years. Geologists believe these eruptions occur every 50,000 years, so the odds here are not in our favour [source:
Ravilious]. Announcement Given the effects of an event as devastating as a supervolcano, an already emptied Earth will undoubtedly experience a mass extinction that rivals other extinctions marked in the fossil record. The most famous is the extinction that ended with dinosaurs at the end of the Cretaceous. But the mass death of
dinosaurs was alleviated compared to an extinction event that occurred at the end of the Permian period, about 251 million years ago. By the time the death was over, 95 percent of all marine species and 70 percent of all terrestrial vertebrates had [source: Discovery Earth]. And can you guess what caused this massacre? Yes, it was a
supervolcano - more specifically, the eruption of Siberian traps, which affected the global climate. So what are the chances of Homo sapiens being close to enjoying Earth in 50,000 years? When it is considered that our species has been around 100,000 years and the longest living human civilization has lasted only 3,000 years, it seems
unlikely that we will be a dominant species in the future. And yet humans have evolved and continue to evolve today. Some scientists estimate that in the last 10,000 years, humans have evolved 100 times faster than at any other time [source: Ward]. So maybe the possibilities are high that we will accumulate the changes needed to adapt
to the future conditions of the Earth. An interesting feature on MSNBC, called Before and After Humans, maps what could become our species in the next 1 to 4 million years. One thing seems certain: If we're out there, we're not going to look or act like people walking on Earth today. Earth's solid inner core is only a billion years old, new
research finds. Modern Earth is like a layer cake, with a solid outer crust, a hot and viscous mantle, a liquid outer core and a solid inner core. This solid inner core is growing slowly as liquid iron in the nucleus cools and crystallises. This process helps fuel the churning motion of the liquid outer core, which in turn creates the magnetic field
surrounding the Earth and helps protect the planet from harmful cosmic radiation. In other words, the inner core is quite important. But not much is known about the history of this 2,442-mile-wide iron ball. Estimates of its age have ranged between half a billion years and more than 4 billion years old, almost as old as Earth itself, 4.5 billion
years old. Now, researchers have squeezed a miniscule piece of iron between two diamonds and ejected it with lasers to reach a new estimate of 1 billion to 1.3 billion years old, a date range that coincides with a measurable strengthening of Earth's magnetic field that happened at the same time. Related: 10 ways Earth revealed its rarity
Earth is unique in our solar system as it has a magnetic field, and that it is habitable, said study author Jung-Fu Lin, a geoscientist at the University of Texas at Austin, told Live Science. Finally, our results could be used to think about why other planets in our solar system do not have magnetic fields. GeodynamoEarth's magnetic field is
powered by what scientists call geodynamo. This is the movement of the iron-rich outer core, which turns the planet into a giant, if somewhat messy, magnet. Geodynamo is responsible for the Earth's North Pole and the South Pole and the invisible shield of magnetism that diverts and traps charged particles flowing from the sun. These
particles from another would slowly strip the Earth of its atmosphere. Part of the inner core movement is powered by heat, known as its thermal energy source. As the Earth's core cools gradually, it crystallises from the inside out. This crystallization process releases energy that can further fuel the movement of the outer nucleus still liquid.
This release of energy from called the compositive energy source of geodynamo, Lin. Lin and his team wanted to use experimental tests to reduce the energy of each of these sources. Knowing the amount of energy would allow them to estimate the age of the inner core. To do this, the researchers recreated the small-scale core
conditions. They heated a piece of iron to just 6 micron thick (roughly the same as the length of a red blood cell) at temperatures of up to 4,940 degrees Fahrenheit (2,727 degrees Celsius), and pressed the sample between two diamonds to match the extreme pressures on the Earth's core. They then measured the conductivity of iron in
these conditions. A young nucleus This measure of conductivity allowed researchers to calculate the thermal cooling of the nucleus that is available to power geodynamo. They found that geodynamo was based on about 10 terawatts of cooling core energy - just over a fifth of the amount of heat the Earth dissipates into space from its
surface (46 terawatts, Live Science previously reported). One calculated the amount of energy loss, the researchers could calculate the age of Earth's inner core, Lin said. The result of 1 billion to 1.3 billion years suggests that the Earth's core is actually relatively young, Lin said. Lin said the new experiment used more reliable ways to
handle the pressures and temperatures generated at the core, making this younger estimate unlikely. Ancient magnetic rocks revealed that the magnetic field suddenly strengthened between 1,000 and 1.5 billion years ago, a 2015 study in the journal Nature found. The new age aligns very well with this evidence, since the crystallization of
the inner core would have provided a boost to the magnetic field, Lin said. Unlike the sample they tested, the core is not just iron - it also contains lighter elements such as carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, silicon and sulfur. But the proportions of these light elements are unknown, which makes it difficult to know how the conductivity of the inner
core changes. That's what Lin and his team are working on now. We are trying to understand how the existence of these elements of light would actually affect the properties of Iron thermal at such high pressure, high temperature conditions, said Lin. The researchers reported their findings august 13 in the journal Physical Review
Letters.Originally published in Live Science. Science. Science.
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